
Our company is looking to fill the role of commercial leader. To join our growing
team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for commercial leader

Design and Execute RTM Models based on BU Guidelines to ensure
availability in every customer
Develop operations department organizational capabilities and development
plans
Develop execution plan working closely with product line leaders on several
initiatives such as growth across O&M, R&M, emission monitoring These are
new spaces for the business and require a deep understanding of customer
CTQ’s and PS product portfolio to develop a best in class offering for
customers
Based on the new developed offerings the Growth Leader will need to
manage risk associated with these offerings on each transactional bid,
including but not limited to pricing, schedule, performance, and various terms
and conditions
Own proposal process leadership, strategy development process for various
growth initiatives
Own the excellence of the growth initiatives to develop winning strategies,
and to support Sales to close profitable orders for the highly competitive PS
businesses in the Region
Drive process compliance and operation rigor in new spaces
Support GPLs (Global Process Leaders) in developing and maintaining global
process standards, metrics, policies, and definitions
Provide business partnership and finance support to the Iran team in deal
negotiations and financial risk management
Serve as functional owner of deal opportunities and orders/sales/profitability

Example of Commercial Leader Job Description
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Qualifications for commercial leader

Bachelor's degree in Finance is preferred
Minimum of 12 years professional experience, to include leadership of a
group and accountability for overall projects profit and loss
A strong architecture portfolio including at least 3 completed, commercial
projects, in Manhattan, attributable directly to your efforts
Proven and verifiable experience in identifying leads, building a network, and
producing quality projects
Bachelors in Architecture, Registered architect required
Self-driven, collaborative and professional work ethic, leads by example,
motivating project teams


